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Marijuana Stock Market Review & Outlook
LTB MJ INDEX: 1wk -0.3% 1 mo -6.2% 3 mo -17.9% 6 mo -23.3% 1 yr -24.5%

The major markets in the U.S. and Canada had their worst week in 2019. The Dow fell -2.6% awhile the
TSX was down -1.5%. In the U.S. trade concerns led the markets lower as a new 10% tariff was levied
on $300 billion of
Chinese
imports
commencing
in
September. Canadian investors were
rattled by the largest one day drop in
crude oil prices in
four years. All of this on the heels of a Federal Reserve interest rate cut left investors doubting that
further monetary easing this year was highly unlikely.
The Let’s Toke Business Marijuana Composite extended its record setting trend of ineffectuality by declining for a 14th consecutive week. By this measure we are in the longest bear market in the history of
cannabis
stock
trading. This despite a 40.1% increase in Aphria
(TSX: APHA) on
Friday following a
positive earnings
report. Meanwhile,
the news continued to get worse for TRST. Lawyers are now starting to talk about criminal violations
implying potential jail sentences for some, As I said on these pages a few weeks ago, law enforcement
should grab the passports of former chair Paul and former CEO Aceto. Otherwise, it wouldn’t surprise
me to hear that they are residing on a sunny island somewhere protected by the lack of an extradition
treaty with Canada. (more on this sleazy scandal below)
The big gain in Aphria at week’s end together with the coattail effect on other Licensed Producers pulled
the LP Index up 1.4% as the Low-Priced Composite dropped -1.5%. The market was apparently driven
by what Bloomberg
referred
to
as
“…First Canadian
Pot Company to
Turn a Profit.” Unfortunately this is
not correct as explained
below.
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What the Aphria rebound tells me is the cannabis stocks are ready for a strong rebound given the slightest excuse. It’s just that an excuse is hard to envision right now. A Conservative win in October is another
potential disaster I have been talking about for some time. A readers sent me an article by Conservative
biased columnist Diane Francis who blamed the entire CannTrust fiasco on the Liberal government
saying they rushed cannabis legalization and the medical applications should have to go through an
FDA/Health Canada-type approval process. An anti-cannabis sentiment runs deep in the Conservative
psyche and with former Prime Minister Stephen Harper and puppet master behind the scenes pulling
new Conservative leader Andrew Scheer’s strings, an unhappy election result could set back Canada’s
world leadership role in cannabis four to eight years.
As the charts below show, the U.S. based cannabis operators continue to outperform the Canadian
based operators. The charts use the Marijuana Indexes owned and managed by MJIC but a totally international based index would show a
similar pattern I’m
sure. xxxxis companies that do the
majority of their
cannabis business
in
the
United
States. The chart to the right shows the relative performance of the U.S. operators compared to the
Canadian operators. The U.S. Index Both indexes lost ground last week with the U.S. side losing more.
Of course, the Americans have had their own problems with CuraLeaf receiving a letter from the Food
and Drug Administration (FDA) that was far more serious than first reported. (see below) CannTrust and
CuraLeaf are the kinds of developments that drive bear markets.
This chart shows that the LTB Marijuana Composite Index has
now declined for thirteen consecutive weeks setting a new record of futility for cannabis stocks in Canada. I believe the past
two or three weeks have been driven by the TRST scandal.
On Friday, the cannabis group rallied strongly in response to
the news that Paul and Aceto were sent packing. I believe any
rally at this point will be brief. We are still nearer the beginning
of the TRST scandal than the end. There is more bad news to
come. I would look on it as a selling opportunity in TRST stock.
Conclusion: Aphria gave cannabis investors something to cheer about after weeks of the ever deepening morass of the CannTrust fiasco. At least APHA gives us some indication that the cannabis stocks
are ready to make a big move if someone or something gives people a reason to buy. The U.S. and
internally based operators continue to outperform. In these terms: 1933 Industries (CSE: TGIF)
(OTCQB: TGIFF) is an American based operator with outstanding growth prospects, Sunniva (CSE:
SNN) (OTCQB: SNNVF) is in the process of becoming totally Americanized, Khiron Life Sciences
(TSXV: KHRN) (OTCQB: KHRNF) is totally international with its cosmeceutical products being introduced into the U.S., Lexaria’s (CSE: LXX) (OTCQX: LXRP) DehydraTECH™ bioavailability technology
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is not bound by borders and Cannabis Growth Opportunity Corp. (CSE: CGOC) that provides investors the opportunity to buy cannabis equities including private companies before their going public event
at a 40% to 50% discount to Net Asset Value.

Question of the Week
Thank you for sending in your questions and we hope you will keep them coming. It’s your questions
that keep this feature interesting and useful. Send your questions to: ltbletter@gmail.com Include your
initials or a pen name we can use along with your city and country of residence. Questions will be edited
for clarity and brevity.

Question of the Week
“I know CannTrust has been the story of the week/month and you have to spend time on it. But I, like you,
am worried about the cannabis stocks in general. It has been a while since you covered the Canadian
election and the impact it could have on the cannabis stocks. Are you still worried about it? What is your
current view?”
A.C.O., Burnaby
Canada
First, the election outlook. I use the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation (CBC) Poll Tracker that averages
the results from the most important polls in Canada. The latest results show the incumbent pro-cannabis
Liberal Government and Prime Minister Trudeau stand at 31.9% trailing the official opposition anti-cannabis Conservatives led by Andrew Scheer at 34.5%. In third place and running poorly with 14.9% are
the socialist leaning New Democratic Party (NDP) under leader Jagmeet Singh and in fourth place are
the environmentally focused Green Party led by Elizabeth May at 10.9%.
Based on these polling results, Poll Tracker concludes that there is a 24% chance the Conservatives will
overthrow the Liberals and win a majority and a 29% chance the Conservatives will win the most seats
but not a majority. The ruling Liberals, on the other hand, are given a 21% probability of winning a majority
of seats and a 26% probability they will win a majority of the seats but not a majority.
Anyone who was politically aware of the 2016 election in Canada will know that former Prime Minister
Stephen Harper ran an extremely anti-marijuana campaign spreading misinformation and mistruths about
the dangers and risks of the plant. This same Stephen Harper, I am told, is behind the scenes pulling the
puppet strings attached to Andrew Scheer. So if the Conservatives form the government after the October
21, 2019 election, which is the most likely scenario at this time according to the polls, we can anticipate
an anti-cannabis set of policies from the new government.
Then consider the following. Marylin Gladu is the Conservative Member of Parliament for Sarnia-Lambton
to recited a silly, anti-cannabis poem in the House of Commons. (see Gladu's "performance" here) Gladu
is the Conservative Health Critic which means she comments for the Conservative Party on matters involving the Health Ministry that oversees cannabis regulation. If the Conservatives win in the next election
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and Andrew Scheer becomes Prime Minister and Marilyn Gladu is re-elected, there is a reasonable
chance the next Minister of Health will be Marilyn Gladu!
The one thing about the stock market is that shift happens. For the past month we have had a steady
stream of negative news as a series of CannTrust’s transgressions have come to light. Taken individually
or as a package, the news has been unbelievable and as I’ve said here many times, the CannTrust
scandal has taken a bear market in cannabis stocks even lower than it might have been.
I have written about “buy on mystery and sell on history” many times so regular readers are aware of what
this means. For new readers, however, an explanation will help. The stock market is not a thermometer,
it is a barometer. In other words, today’s stock market is not a thermometer telling us the current temperature. It is a barometer telling us what the temperature is going to be. So the time to buy cannabis stocks,
for example, is when an event like legalization in Canada is still in the offing. When we don’t know how it
will happen. Who will get licenses. When there are unknowns. When there is mystery. The time to sell
stocks is on history. When the expectations are news or about to be news.
This opens up a possibility. The stock market loves to provide the reaction that few people are expecting.
If the October election produces the result that currently seems destined to occur, it will be an obviously
negative event for Canadian cannabis stocks. However, because of CannTrust it might be that the cannabis stock market cycle will view the election as a “buy on mystery” opportunity. In other words,
CannTrust may have pushed prices so low the response to the election of an anti-cannabis Conservative
government might be rising cannabis stock prices. Why? Because investors might conclude that cannabis
stock prices are so depressed and expectations for the new Conservative government are so negative,
the actual response will be seen as not as bad as expected. In addition, if you are buying a week or two
before the election, the Liberals could always pull off an upset and that would be even better.
The one lesson we can take from the response of Aphria to the “fake news” that they are the first Licensed
Producer to record a profit drove the stock up 40% and carried the cannabis stock market along with it.
Unfortunately, I think the whole positive response will unwind just as fast. But what it does show is the
cannabis stock market is down but just waiting for an excuse to rise. So it could happen.
Conclusion: at this point, I am still concerned about a destructive impact on the Canadian cannabis
industry from the election of a Conservative government. But it is possible that the market could see things
differently. Hopefully we can detect that possibility between now and then. The election is less than three
months away so we won’t have long to wait.
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The Cannabis Report Model Portfolio
In an attempt to assist cannabis investors everywhere, Ted Ohashi has initiated a model portfolio that is
available through Investors Hub. The portfolio was started and published on August 10, 2018 with
$100,000. On April 15, 2019, the value of the portfolio was $138,063. If
you would like to follow The Cannabis Report Model Portfolio on a tradeby-trade basis, please follow this (Link) The portfolio is “managed” by
Ted Ohashi, a former financial analyst and mutual fund portfolio manager
and the trading is “audited” by the publisher of The Cannabis Report that
receives notification of trades and publishes the changes on their website
to be read by the followers. The rules governing the model portfolio were
published on iHub and are available by sending a request to thecannabisreportportfolion@gmail.com

Marijuana Matters
I want to explain why I don’t believe a takeover offer for CannTrust (TSX: TRST) (NYSE: CTST) is likely in
the near future. The rumour on Friday was a takeover offer was being planned for the common shares of
TRST. The potential suitor said to be interested was Aleafia Health (TSX: ALEF) and the offering price was
speculated to be around $4.00 per share in ALEF stock. I recall the all share offer by Green Growth Brands
(CSE: GGB) for Aphria (TSX: APHA) (NYSE: APHA) which I said at the time seemed to have two chances
for success: zero and none.
In my judgement the risks of what is being described as an “unfriendly takeover” at this time are much too
high even if it were from a more credible bidder such as one of the three larger Canadian LPs.
We are learning new and damaging information about TRST with almost every passing day. For example,
on Friday we learned that some of the independent directors who made up the independent special committee are not so independent after all. In their report, BNN Bloomberg called the internal relationships
‘awkward dynamics.’ Awkward dynamics, my foot! In plain language there are serious conflicts of interest
that have the potential to bias their upcoming report. For example, Mark Dawber is the chair of TRST’s
independent committee. Dawber is a director of Gencan Capital listed on the CSE. Mark Litwin is TRST’s
vice-chairman and president of Gencan. Litwin’s father is the chair. Litwin’s wife is the niece of Robert
Marcovitch, the interim CEO of TRST. How is anyone to believe the “independent” committee’s report when
it comes out? I was skeptical in the first place since a director is a director first and independent second. For
this reason I indicated such a committee lacked credibility. Given these revelations, I don’t think the committee and its report will be of questionable independence. I suggest a new and truly independent committee
must be created to conduct the review anew.
Here are some of the risk factors we already know about.
First there is Health Canada (HC) that controls the licensing that forms the basis for a Licensed Producer’s
value. In the past, HC has been a pushover. They allowed Tweed (the previous name of Canopy Growth)
and Mettrum to get away with trying to ship illegal cannabis out of Kelowna, B.C. (Kelowna-gate) HC allowed
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Mettrum to get away with using unapproved pesticides and hiding them from inspectors. They let Aphria
(TSX: APHA) (NYSE: APHA) get away with what looked like a variety of transgressions alleged by short
sellers Hindenburg Research and Quintessential Capital. You have to believe the majority of allegations
made by the short sellers were true since then CEO Vic Neufeld promised a point by point rebuttal and none
was forthcoming. HC finally flexed its muscles in the case of Ascent Industries (CSE: ASNT) in a case that
is very close to the one involving TRST. Ultimately, ASNT had their licenses revoked and it was announced
as the TRST scandal was coming to light. It appears HC will grovel at the feet of the larger public LPs but
stomp on the little guys.
The one area in which I let HC off the hook is law enforcement which is not HC’s direct responsibility although
there is a section in the Cannabis Act that references criminal activities. So it is at least possible we will see
crimes broken of which “illegal growing” and “illegal selling” come immediately to mind. Where is law enforcement in all of this? Based on the feedback following Kelowna-gate, the RCMP caved into pressure to
avoid an intergovernmental battle with HC and perhaps the securities regulators. Over the past few years, I
have talked with some of my cannabis stock market associates and I can’t tell you how often the phrase, “If
the cannabis promoters were in the mining industry, they’d all be in jail…..” In other words, there is a general
understanding that there is one set of more lenient rules for the cannabis group and a second more stringent
set of regulations for everyone else.
Next, the Ontario Securities Commission (OSC) has commenced an investigation into “…matters and parties related to CannTrust.” This has been confirmed by both the OSC and TRST. The OSC has assigned
the investigation to the Joint Serious Offences Team (JSOT) that is part of the OSC enforcement branch.
The JSOT is a partnership between the OSC, the Royal Canadian Mounted Police (RCMP) and the Ontario
Provincial Police (OPP) Anti-Rackets Branch. The OSC has described its investigation as a “quasi-criminal”
case. Even though I think the OSC has wimped out in previous scandals, in this case they are forced to do
the right thing because of the information in the public’s hands. We know from the timing of alleged internal
e-mails and insider trading reports that Board Chair Eric Paul apparently sold stock on the same day as the
original internal e-mail disclosing the illegal growing. Subsequently Paul, his family, companies in which he
and his family have an interest and other Board members and senior executives sold stock in the knowledge
there was illegal cannabis being grown, sold and exported. The OSC’s hand is being forced because the
one thing they cannot allow is for the public to know that insiders are being allowed to take advantage of
non-public information.
Next there is the issue of the information that TRST’s senior management and investor relations people
were dispensing to callers. Even if the investor relations people didn’t know, their information flows down
from above and obviously senior management was omitting information on the illegal growing. Another issue
is the financing that was done by CannTrust in April and May 2019. The offering was done using a preliminary prospectus supplement. If TRST had disclosed the illegal activity to the underwriters, you can sure it
would have been included in the prospectus supplement and the issue would have been cancelled. I am not
a securities lawyer but it is probably too late to seek recourse for this reason.
As I said, I am not a civil, criminal or securities lawyer. But the courts become the most direct way for
investors to seek financial restitution. There is at least one class action suit being organized in Canada and
a dozen or more in the U.S. These legal actions will likely focus on the money but also areas such as fraud
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are bound to arise. The lawyers will probably go after anyone with deep pockets (ability to pay). This is likely
to include the company, the management, the directors, the underwriters, the auditor, and anyone related
to any of the above. These cases might take years to resolve.
Because I am not a lawyer, I can talk about justice. To me, justice would see TRST have to refund the
money raised in the recent equity offering. I think almost $200 million was raised which is more cash than
TRST has on hand and it happened when a broad list of executives knew there was illegal activity going on
and didn’t disclose it to potential investors. Justice would be that Eric Paul and his family and friends that
sold shares regularly since insiders became aware of the illegal activity and the public didn’t, should be
made to disgorge their profits on those sales. This is the stock market. You can trace every share that was
sold from who sold it right back to who bought each share of the stock. It can be unwound. Justice would
be that every TRST shareholder who lost money because of this scandalous behaviour be compensated. I
don’t know what assets Peter Aceto or Eric Paul or any of the others have. But why should they be able to
return to a life of comfort when their actions caused such financial damage to investors? Justice would be
that none of the insiders be allowed to profit in any way from this illegal activity. If you rob a bank, you don’t
get to keep the stolen money.
I say all of this knowing most of it won’t happen. But at least you will have a better idea of how much could
have been done and how little was actually accomplished.
What will happen? HC has the ability to suspend or revoke licenses and I can’t imagine a circumstance that
would justify these penalties more. HC can also levy fines of up to $1 million per violation. It can also cancel
the security clearances of any management or employees who were directly involved in this scam. Unfortunately, I don’t think the spots on HC have changed so they will kneel before the large, public LP and do as
they are told. I think at a minimum they should suspend TRST’s licenses and hold a hearing to force TRST
to explain why their licenses should not be revoked. This will at least allow the public to see what TRST is
being allowed to get away with. Certainly fines will be levied but these will likely be in the range of a few
millions of dollars which is peanuts to an enterprise that had a market cap of over $2 billion at the peak.
Cancelling security clearances will hurt the employees below the executive suites more than senior management that may escape again with their ill-gotten gains.
The OSC, RCMP and OPP decisions could result in banishment from corporate boardrooms and criminal
records that would certainly hurt the senior executives involved, especially if it involved prison sentences.
These penalties have been used in Canada but the will to use them does not seem to apply in the cannabis
industry as much as elsewhere. In the TRST case there seems to be lots of information to support securities
misrepresentation and fraud charges. So it might be precedent setting but I think more likely than seeing
serious action on the part of HC.
At the civil level there are also risks especially with the American legal fraternity getting involved. This seems
to be the only way for investors to recover some of the money taken from them as financial restitution doesn’t
appear likely through regulatory or criminal law.
TRST shareholders face the same risk that is really wiping out Ascent Industries (CSE: ASNT) shareholders.
If you do not publish financial statements in a timely manner, the stock exchange will halt trading in the stock
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until financials are published. That happened to Ascent and their shares have been halted for nearly five
months. TRST has announced it will likely not meet the August 14, 2019 filing deadline for publication of its
uarterly report. The company is seeking a cease trade order from the Toronto and New York Stock Exchanges through the OSC pending the publication of those results. Based on what I’ve said, if trading is
halted and given the number of issues that have to be sorted out with several penalties being raised for the
first time, it could be a long time before meaningful financial statements can be produced and trading in
TRST shares is restored.
Given all of the uncertainties I have raised, who in their right mind wants to own shares in CannTrust?

Breaking & Corporate News
Just a quick comment to let you know that 1933 Industries (CSE: TGIF) does not believe it is impacted by last week’s report regarding CuraLeaf’s (CSE: CURA) “warning letter” from the U.S. Food
and Drug Administration (FDA) relating to “unsubstantiated claims” regarding some of CURA’s CBD infused products. I understand that TGIF has been very careful to avoid any unsubstantiated product claims
about its Canna Hemp, CBD products. These are now available in nearly 1,000 stores in 46 states including
over 350 legal dispensaries. I put TGIF’s market cap at approximately one times sales for the year to end
July 2020 which makes it a very attractive long term growth candidate for portfolios.
Khiron Life Sciences Corp. (TSXV: KHRN) (OTCQB: KHRNF) reports it has initiated pre-clinical medical cannabis studies with the Universidad de la República of Uruguay and Institut Pasteur de Montevideo. These studies, which have been approved by the Instituto de Regulación y Control del Cannabis
(IRCCA) - the Regulatory Cannabis State Authority of Uruguay will focus on the effects of three licensed
Khiron strains targeting inflammation, oxidative and nervous system disorders. This is a key development
phase as KHRN moves towards medical registration and sale of its products in Latin America and for export
worldwide. Martha Edith Oyuela, Khiron Health Vice President, comments, "As we approach our first medical product sales in Colombia this quarter, these studies improve our medical product pipeline in Latin America and around the world, and help us integrate a care model focused on patients who require the management of different pathologies in which medical cannabis can offer a therapeutic alternative."
The illegal status of cannabis for decades has left the rigorous scientific testing and analysis sorely lacking.
This study will examine the impact of three Khiron licensed cannabis strains on inflammation, oxidative and
nervous system disorders. If the results are positive, it will enable KHRN to inform potential patients who
can make better informed decisions.
Sunniva (CSE: SNN) (OTCQB: SNNVF) reports a closing of CAD $5,772,879 of the unsecured promissory notes with warrants announced earlier. Dr. Anthony Holler, CEO, Kevin Wilkerson, President
and David Lyle, CFO subscribed directly or indirectly for $1,619,955 of the total. SNN reports a secondary closing of the offering in the next ten days. The proceeds will be used to provide short term working
capital for California operations, capital costs at the California campus and for general corporate purposes.
I remind you that SNN expects the sale of the Okanagan Falls property to close in August 2019.
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I interpret this is the strongest possible statement from SNN senior management of their belief in the California plan. In addition it is also a comment on the pending sale of the Okanagan Falls property and we
shouldn’t forget that Natural Health Services is also being sold.
Finally, an answer to a news report and rumours that California was having trouble approving grow licenses
and there is some risk that SNN could lose out. NOT CORRECT. In California, original licenses were Temporary licenses issued while the States processed applications for annual licenses. As the deadline for
converting Temporary licenses to Annual licenses approached, it was clear that a large number of Temporary licensees would not be approved so California began issuing Provisional licenses so that companies
that had made applications for Annual licenses would not experience any disruption in business.
Sunniva has all the Provisional licenses required for its active operations. Sunniva has made all applications
for Annual licenses and continues to work with regulators to complete the application processes.

Applications Watch
No new approvals this week leaving the total at 206 licensees. Could it be that Health Canada has other
things on its mind right now? Is it possible there will be a moratorium on new approvals until the CannTrust
scandal is dealt with? Over 40 public companies are LPs or own an interest in one or more LPs. Licensed
producers by province are Ontario (94 or 46%), British Columbia (45 or 22%), Alberta (20 or 10%), Quebec (16 or 8%), Nova Scotia (9 or 4%), Saskatchewan (7 or 3%), New Brunswick (5 or 2%), Manitoba (2
or 1%), Prince Edward Island (2 or 1%) and Newfoundland and Labrador (2 or 1%). Percent totals may
not add up to 100% due to rounding. For a complete list of LPs and related information, Ctrl-Click (here)

Recent Articles
Special Report:
The Cannabis Stock BEAR Market.
Regular readers will recognize the illustration below as my depiction of a typical stock market cycle. In February 2018, I published an article on Seeking Alpha titled, “Where are we in the Cannabis Stock Market
Cycle?” At that time I said we were transitioning out of the Dynamic
Phase of the Bull Market to the Trading Phase of the Bull Market and
investors should be a little more cautious. In November 2018, I published an update to this article that said clearly we are in the trading
phase of the bull market and much closer to the bear market. This special report will explain why I think we are now into the bear market
phase and perhaps well into it.
I want to add, I have been intending to do an update but the events of
last week made it more urgent.
The chart below right illustrates the Dow Jones Industrial Average over
the past five and one-half years or the same time that the cannabis
stocks have been actively trading in the Canada. There are a couple of points worth noting from an investment
point of view:
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(1) In the long term, stock prices go up. The long term
return on the Dow has been approximately 9%
per annum excluding dividends.
(2) In the short term, stock prices also go down as
illustrated. The long term return includes the impact of short term declines.
(3) The periods of rising stock prices are longer and
stronger. The periods of falling stock prices are
shorter and sharper.
(4) Bear markets have not given up all the gains from
the previous bull market.
Extended periods of falling stock prices or “bear markets” are usually defined as having three distinct phases sometimes called psychological phases: Denial,
Worry and Panic.
Denial: this is the early stage of a bear market and the first negative signs are ignored or denied. In other
words people are still fairly optimistic and refuse to believe the good times will ever end. From my perspective,
the denial phase was evident in January/February 2018 when I first began to warn people that we could have
increased volatility, some of which would be on the downside.
Worry: this is the middle stage of a bear market when people’s thinking becomes, “Maybe prices are going
to go down.” I sensed a lot of worry and concern in the second half of 2018 and the emails and questions I
received at this time reflected this change in investor sentiment. Often, the change from Denial to Worry is
triggered by the market price of a few of your holdings dropping below your cost.
Panic: this is the final stage of a bear market. It is the point at which less experienced investors bail out of
stocks for no reason other than fear. Formal studies have shown that the average investor is not indifferent
between making money and losing money. What the behavioural economists tell us is people would forgo a
larger profit to avoid a smaller loss. In other words, the average person does not place the same value on a
dollar of profit and a dollar of loss. A dollar of loss is more important to avoid than a dollar of profit is important
to make. So a trigger that moves an investor from Worry to Panic is when the value of your cannabis portfolio
falls below your cost. It is at this point that the typical investor will panic and sell. In the past two weeks, I
sense the beginning of panic based on feedback from readers and from the stories going around.
Conclusion: we are now between the end of the bear market and start of the next dynamic phase of the bull
market for cannabis stocks. As I explain below, there are two ways bear markets end: with a “V” bottom or a
“U” bottom. I felt it would be more useful to put out a quick, brief report on this because the panic stage
associated with a “V” bottom can happen and end very quickly.
When will the bear market end and the bull market begin? Bear markets normally end in a “U” bottom or
“V” bottom.
“U” bottoms are like financial torture. The pain goes on for months and months. My assessment is they are
most often associated with economic cycles. The bear market began because a recession was anticipated.
But the stock market often did not begin to recover until a turnaround in the economy was foreseeable. Although economist Paul Samuelson said, “The stock market has forecast nine out of the last five recessions,”
meaning the stock market went down without a recession ever happening, every bull market is associated
with a period of economic growth. But something like half of stock market recoveries have been associated
with an economic turnaround and these have tended to be the long, drawn out, painful, “U” bottoms. I used
to liken “U” bottoms with bad movies – just when you thought they would never end, they do.
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“V” bottoms, as the name suggests, are quick and dirty and are often referred to as “selling climaxes.” They
happen after the market has already been falling when suddenly bids fall away and offerings chase prices
down. Price declines are significant and trading volumes are explosively high. This is what I saw with the
Marijuana Index North American Index that dropped 3.7% on Friday and 12.7% on the week while the Canadian index dropped 4.5% on Friday and 10.6% on the week. These are the kind of numbers than are precursors to a selling climax.
That is why I keep suggesting to add to positions as we go. If you wait for a selling climax thinking you will
buy that will only happen if you have the guts of a Mississippi riverboat gambler. You won’t be able to pull the
pin at the right time. And because investors are already in a negative mood, history shows the first 25% of
the recovery will happen before you even take notice. But the most serious mistake is if you sell at these
prices because you then lose any chance to recover and grow into the next up-leg in cannabis stock prices.
Here is my challenge to readers. The following stocks closed at the following prices on July 12, 2019. I am
going to revisit these prices in a year – at the close on July 10, 2020. My bet is the prices a year from now
will be significantly higher than they are now. I challenge you to put in the price you think whichever of these
stocks you currently own is trading at a year into the future. To help you along, I will publish this list each
month along with the Let’s Toke Business Marijuana Composite Index, the Let’s Toke Business Licensed
Producer’s Index and the Marijuana Index North American, United States and Canadian Indexes along with
the Dow Jones Industrials and the S&P/TSX Indexes.
Company
Stock Symbol
Price
Price
% Chg
Price est.
July 12
This
7/12/19
July 10,
2019
Week
to now
2020
1933 Industries
(CSE: TGIF)
$0.41
0.0%
$☺$
Cannabis Growith

(CSE: CGOC)

$1.57

0.0%

$☺&

Khiron Life

(TSXV: KHRN)

$1.93

0.0%

$☺$

Lexaria Bio

(CSE: LXX)

$1.09

0.0%

$☺$

Sunniva
(CSE: SNN)
$3.43
0.0%
$☺$
LTB Composite
692.72
0.0%
LTB Licensed Producer
2,899.90
0.0%
MJ North American
216.53
0.0%
MJ United States
97.33
0.0%
MJ Canadian
434.63
0.0%
Dow Jones Industrials
27,332.03
0.0%
S&P/TSX Index
16,488.12
0.0%
If these five cannabis picks do not average a +15% return over the next twelve months, I will provide each
reader with a cooked spaghettini noodle that can be used to flog me over the head as I run a gauntlet made
up of every reader who wishes to participate. The percentage change will be calculated by adding the percentage change of each of the five stocks listed removing the one best and one worst performer and dividing
by three.
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July 18, 2019 - I was pleased to have the opportunity to interview Chris Rebentisch, the newly appointed Chief Executive Officer of 1933 Industries (CSE: TGIF) (OTCQB: TGIFF) who is now responsible for overseeing all of TGIF’s operations going forward. Chris founded Infused
MFG in 2017 after personally developing the intellectual property for Infused’s line of
hemp-based, CBD Infused consumer branded goods. Chris has been responsible for
managing TGIF’s THC subsidiary, Alternative Medicine Association and has overseen
TGIF’s expansion initiatives and product growth across the US. This was my first opportunity to speak with Chris since his appointment and I will provide my conclusions at the
end of the interview.
Ohashi: I’d like to start by clarifying the timeline of your new facility coming on stream in Las Vegas. I visited
your facility a few weeks ago and at that time you were in the process of installing machinery and equipment.
When do you think that will be completed?
Rebentisch: it’s done. We have started the process of transferring our cannabis license from our current
facility to the new facility which should take two or three weeks. So we expect to have the license transfer
completed by the end of July with plants coming in right after.
Ohashi: so what’s that process like? I assume you will be staggering the planting so you can phase the
harvests and have a consistent yield…
Rebentisch: correct. In our news release we announced that we have 5,000 clones ready to propagate the
building and 200 mother plants of 26 varieties. The clones will be moved in right away and they will take
around four weeks to continue to vegetate and then we will start the flower cycle. The flower cycle will take
eight weeks. Then the harvesting, drying, packaging and testing takes another four weeks combined. So
you’re looking at around 16 weeks from the time we put our first plants in until we get our first sales out of the
new facility.
Ohashi: that puts us around November?
Rebentisch: yes. We expect the harvesting will happen in October. Then we need two weeks for drying, two
weeks for testing and one week for packaging. So we’ll be into November when we have product ready to go
out on dispensary shelves.
Ohashi: what kind of product are we talking about? Dried flower?
Rebentisch: dried flower and pre-rolls. These are the only two products we can make out of that facility.
Ohashi: your CBD infused products going out to 46 states. What stage are you at with those?
Rebentisch: we’re currently in over 800 stores across the U.S. of which around 350 are actually dispensaries
in ten different states. We have a pretty aggressive sales team so we are opening around 75 new wholesale
accounts every month. In the next two months we should hit the 1,000 store mark. Our plan for that is to add
new CBD brands to our portfolio as we grow and become a nationwide distributor.
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Ohashi: after that you have the hemp coming on…
Rebentisch: correct. We have a hemp extraction facility that will come on line at the end of the year. This
does two things for us. It allows us to increase our profitability because we’ll be using our own hemp in our
hemp based CBD infused products instead of having to buy it and it will allow us to offer wholesale products,
that is, concentrates (full spectrum oils), isolates and distillates. This will give us a significant bump in revenues when we start sales in January and February 2020. This will also allow us to report an important improvement in profit margin. What we’re seeing as more hemp production comes on is a reduction in CBD
price points and ultimately the prices of the end product. So getting our own hemp capacity will allow us to
be more competitive on the top and bottom lines.
Ohashi: the hemp was a separate transaction from the new facility…
Rebentisch: that is correct. The building actually sits on the same parking lot that adjoins the new facility.
Ohashi: so if we look out a year from now, what do you think your revenue run rate will be?
Rebentisch: we haven’t officially given any numbers on that but I can say we are on pace to do $20 million
this fiscal year that ends this month. So you’ll have to do your own numbers based on the outline I’ve given.
Ohashi: let me switch now to the management changes you announced recently. Congratulations on your
appointment to Chief Executive Officer. As an outsider looking in, I see a formalization of the senior management group that has been in place.
Rebentisch: not completely. First, I think we have one of the top management teams for a company like
ours. We’ve learned together. We’ve grown together. We’re at the top of our game. So giving people the
ability to make decisions that impact our company positively is essential if we’re going to continue our growth
trend. In our business plan, we’re moving toward consumer branded goods so the people we have put into
the key senior positions have backgrounds in the retail and consumer branded goods space. It’s very important at this critical juncture for 1933 Industries to put the right people in the right positions so they can
contribute to the very rapid growth we see coming up. We still have some spots to fill and these may be filled
more from outside. But as you’ve said, it’s all good, it’s all about what we see ahead for the cannabis industry
and the people we need to help us get there.
Ohashi: That’s a point well taken. I mean when I look at what you’ve done in getting your product into 800 to
1,000 stores in 46 states - that is really a significant accomplishment.
Rebentisch: Considering we were at zero two years ago, we are all very pleased where we are today. When
I think about the revenue we are getting now and looking at the year ahead, yes it’s quite a feat. But it has
taken a group of people working together at the top of their game for the past two years to get us from there
to here. I mean when I look at the CBD side, it was my company that I partnered with 1933 that we put into
the Reverse Takeover to go public. After that 1933 gave me a $250,000 loan and told me to go at it. So I built
the company, the revenue and the brands on a quarter of a million dollars. You don’t see public companies
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out there doing that today. We learned how to build revenue for way less than what people today are buying
it for.
Ohashi: I like the direction you’re headed in, that is, the Consumer Branded Goods space. I mean for several
years I have been avoiding what I call the farmer in the cannabis industry. If you look at the tobacco industry,
the farmer is the low man on the pole…
Rebentisch: …and the sugar industry…
Ohashi: exactly. My final question is what else do you see out there that you want to take advantage of?
Rebentisch: One thing we’ve given some thought to since late last year is that 1933 Industries is two companies: one is a marijuana company and the other is a hemp company. Running them combined has some
positives. First, we have combined resources to run both entities which results in better profitability. That is
starting to show and I think shareholders will really begin to see that as we move ahead from here. But on
the other side, marijuana is still federally illegal in the U.S. while hemp is legal. So this causes us some
problems in marketing but more in banking where bankers don’t want to touch a business associated with
THC and U.S. institutional investors are harder to attract because of the THC connection. So when our marijuana revenue gets to a sustainable base level, maybe it will be time to think about taking the CBD side and
listing it separately on the NASDAQ and running the two separately.
Our priority right now is to get the revenue and income of 1933 Industries growing so investors will share our
vision and allow us to trade at a higher market cap. I think the next big push in the U.S. cannabis industry is
to increase the appeal to the U.S. institutional investor and we want to be ready when it happens. We plan to
start a program in that direction at the end of the summer.
Ohashi: Let’s not forget the next eighteen months is going to be pretty important for the U.S. cannabis industry from a political point of view with odds favouring changes for the better. In Canada, it’s kind of the opposite
as the pro-cannabis Liberals are not doing well in the polls and the Conservatives are doing much better and
were so strongly anti-cannabis in the last election, they made the Republicans look marijuana friendly.
Rebentisch: yes. I mean where we are now is where Canada was four or five years ago. So all we need is
for someone in Washington to give cannabis the green light and we’ll all be off to the races for a few years. I
think we’ll be well positioned with our revenue base high and growing by election time when someone might
step forward to give the industry the go-ahead.
Ohashi: after our interview, 1933 announced it plans to use the original cultivation facility to increase extraction capacity including shatter, crumble, sugar, wax, budder and distillate under the Alternative Medicine Association (AMA) brand. This will increase production area from 483 sq. ft. to 2,215 sq. ft. doubling distillate
production from 40 litres per month to 80 litres per month. Production is expected to come on line in the fall
of 2019. It was also announced that 1933 has been working of the customization of equipment that will establish one of Nevada’s largest hemp extraction facilities with the ability to isolate CBD, CBN, CBG, CBC and
several other cannabinoids and the ability to produce full spectrum and broad-spectrum oils as well as isolates
that meet GMP standards.
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Conclusion: This was my first chance to speak to Chris and my thanks to Brayden Sutton for setting that up
for me. If found Chris to have a clear vision of where the thinks the U.S. cannabis industry is headed and how
he sees 1933 fitting in. Obviously he has been an outstanding operational leader and I think he will be complement Brayden Sutton very well communicating with the investment industry. Running some “back of the
napkin” numbers, I looked at the next fiscal year that starts next month and ends in July 2020. Based on my
understanding of 1933’s current business, the timing and sales potential from the new cannabis facility and
the new hemp facility starting up at the end of the year just as revenue from the new marijuana facility should
begin to add to sales, 1933 Industries is a company that is trading at one times potential sales in the next
twelve months and is significantly undervalued on that basis. Not only that, from the perspective a year out
looking at the fourth quarter 2020 and the July 2020 results, the revenue run rate will point to strong growth
in the year after. Both of these statements do not take into account the potential of sales and income from
other sources. As an investment associate used to advise his clients many years ago with great success, “It’s
time to fill your boots!”
June 26, 2019 - This week I interview Chris Bunka, Chairman of the Board and Chief Executive Officer
of Lexaria Bioscience (CSE: LXX) (OTCQX: LXRP) since 2006 who was primarily responsible for the corporate pivot from older business activities to bioscience. Chris is a serial entrepreneur and has been involved
in several private and public companies since the late 1980’s. He has extensive experience in the capital markets, corporate governance, project acquisition and corporate
finance. He is a named inventor on some of Lexaria’s pending patents.
Chris is one of my first and most valued contacts in the cannabis industry. We have been
talking Lexaria and cannabis for almost four years. My recommendation of LXX did exceptionally well going from around $.30 per share to over $3.00 per share before slumping back to around a $1.00 per share over the past year. As the interview reveals, it is
ironic that while the stock price has fallen, business activities have never been more promising for Lexaria.
In this interview, Chris talks about:
 The interaction of human digestion and the effect on ingesting drugs such as THC, CBD and nicotine
 Why LXX’s DehydraTECH™ technology is superior but can work with nanotechnology
 How DehydraTECH™ works and what it can do
 Why LXX was targeted by ‘big tobacco’ and the proof of concept project with Altria (NYSE: MO)
 Expected flow of news from the Altria project in 2019.
 The rest of LXX’s business and the explosion in their hemp operations
Conclusion: I continue to like LXX for the portfolio of long term growth investors. But here’s another idea. I
think it is an ideal stock to buy for your children’s and grandchildren’s portfolios. I’m sure they will thank you.
The Interview
Ohashi: Hi Chris. How are things?
Bunka: Things have never been as advanced as they are now but the market is giving us the cold shoulder
so it’s frustrating. But the markets are what they are….. I’m very satisfied with what we’ve accomplished to
date and we’ll just keep going and hope the markets will catch up.
Ohashi: Many people have just learned of Lexaria and your technology. Let’s provide some background to
give a better understanding of the big picture. What happens when a drug like CBD is ingested?
Bunka: Sure. But let me start by disclosing I am not a doctor and I am not dispensing medical advice in any
way. What I will try to do is explain in lay terms what I have learned about our technology - DehydraTECH™
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We are water-based creatures and almost everything we eat is converted into water soluble forms for release
into the bloodstream. Vitamins will help clarify: Vitamin C is water soluble and Vitamin E is fat soluble. So if
you take a multi-vitamin with both C and E in it, 60% to 90% of the Vitamin C will probably end up in your
bloodstream. But chances are also very good that only 5% of the Vitamin E in the tablet will end up in your
bloodstream. So the body has challenges absorbing fat soluble vitamins.
Compare alcohol and cannabis. Alcohol is water soluble and is easily absorbed into the bloodstream and if
you take a breathalyzer test 24 – 36 hours later, it will be all gone. Cannabis is fat soluble. If you use cannabis
and take a test, it can show up in your system 3 – 4 weeks later because there can be residual amounts of
cannabis in your liver for a long, long time.
Lexaria’s technology focusses on those difficult to deliver fat soluble molecules and we significantly enhance
the quantity that actually gets into your blood. We also radically reduce the amount of time required to get the
molecules into your system. We have lots of scientific evidence to support these statements.
Ohashi: cannabis and tobacco are frequently smoked.
Bunka: yes, smoking is completely different and gets us into different ways of administering a drug. If you
use a hypodermic and inject it into your bloodstream, that’s called perfect bioavailability, that is. 100% of the
drug in the syringe enters your bloodstream. Anal suppositories are the next most efficient but obviously less
popular. They typically deliver 60% to 70% of the drug. Pulmonary inhalation (smoking and vaping) delivers
30% to 40% and is next best. The two main drawbacks to smoking are it bothers people who are around you
and especially with combustion, in time, it will likely kill you. Vaping is most certainly much less harmful than
smoking but it is not without harm. The simple reason is human lungs evolved to exchange only oxygen and
carbon dioxide while the stomach and intestine evolved to absorb everything else. Also with eating most
things go into the liver to get metabolized so the body can use the materials and then it moves to the bloodstream. With smoking you have a first bypass of the liver and the drug has a chance to circulate and bind
with human receptor cells. So this first bypass is a characteristic that is much sought after because the drug
can get into the bloodstream without being altered or delayed by going through the liver.
Ohashi: how does nanotechnology fit in the scheme of things?
Bunka: nanotechnology is a large area of discussion right now and it has mostly positive outcomes but there
are negative ones as well. Nanotechnology is over twenty years old and research peaked around 12 to 15
years ago. The original idea was to make molecules small enough to get across the intestinal barrier or
intestinal wall and another reason that it is still being pursued is to penetrate the blood/brain barrier. But the
downside is that because nanotechnology doesn’t exist in nature, the human body has not evolved to deal
with nanotech. This means nanotech might be able to get molecules past these natural filtration systems but
they might not be able to get out. So there is a lot of concern about using nanotech with inorganic materials.
For example, silver is being used to treat certain conditions but the downside is an inorganic material like
silver can also accumulate in the body and result in medical situations the body did not anticipate. For example, what if you end up with large amounts of silver in your heart tissue? So for organic molecules, nanotech
is probably fine but one should be cautious when used with inorganic materials.
Finally, big pharma is pursuing extremely complex applications of nanotech. Anyone can go to Amazon and
buy a simple $5,000 nanotech machine that will work in your kitchen. But that’s not so useful to the pharmaceutical industry anymore. In pharma, recent applications involve nanoparticles coated with different layers
of materials with each one designed to do a different thing. You are not going to see these processes used
in consumer products because it could cost between $10 to as much as $200 per dose. So if you encounter
nanotech in a consumer product it probably isn’t one of the high end, sophisticated pharmaceutical forms.
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Ohashi: is there a difference in the way the body treats a sold as opposed to a beverage?
Bunka: the body recognizes things based on molecular characteristics more than whether it’s solid or liquid.
Probably over 95% of what you eat passes through the stomach and is absorbed in the intestine. Athletes
have packets of simple sugars you can put in your mouth and is absorbed sublingually, that is, under the
tongue or directly through the stomach but these are exceptions. Liquids might possibly be absorbed more
readily because it is already broken down whereas solids are not but it probably isn’t going to be a big thing.
Ohashi: so the bottom line is you’re trying to get more the material into your system, faster.
Bunka: you can imagine almost every person in North America has some kind of over-the-counter medication
in the cabinet to relieve pain. When you are in pain, you want it to go away quickly so speed of delivery is
important. Or consider our experience with soft recreational drugs like caffeine, nicotine or alcohol. Many
people get up in the morning and one of the first things they do is smoke a cigarette or have a cup of coffee.
They don’t want to wait. The same thing is probably true with a glass of wine or beer. So in the simplest
sense, yes, speed matters to everyone but maybe for different reasons.
Ohashi: so where does Lexaria’s technology fit in?
Bunka: DehydraTECH™ is a technology we own that has nearly a dozen patents issued and 60 patents
pending. It processes fat soluble molecules in a new and unique way that alters the way the body perceives
them. In many ways we are the antithesis of nanotech because we purposely make the molecules “bigger.”
We have found a way to take a drug like CBD or THC and attach it to a long chain fatty acid such as olive oil
or walnut oil. Our user effectively receives the advantage of both these molecules. The long chain fatty acid
has an important action as they tend to lock the bitter taste receptors on the human tongue and in the mouth
so the bitter taste of the drug is not detected.
Then at the intestinal wall a communication process goes on to identify what you have just eaten resulting in
a somewhat unique formulation of bile being produced and released to assist in digestion. The body has a
preferential pathway for LCFA. In fact these are so useful to the body that we manufacture androgynous
LCFA to aid in our own digestion. So DehydraTECH™ kind of highjacks a natural bodily process doctors have
known about for years and the long chain fatty acid with the drug in tow tends to be shunted away from the
liver directly into the lymphatic system. With Lexaria’s technology we bypass first-pass liver metabolism with
an edible. This means DehydraTECH™ produces a drug delivery result similar to smoking because smoking
also avoids first pass liver metabolism and we save the 30 to 90 minutes processing time required by the
liver. That is the main reason traditional cannabis edibles are so slow. They have to get through the liver.
This leads to another important and more recent discovery - the role of fatty acids and interaction with the
blood/brain barrier. The blood vessels that feed and take away from the brain get exceptionally small and
make it difficult for viruses and bacteria to make that journey. That’s the point of the barrier. But evolution is
ingenious. It has evolved a protein based long chain fatty acid transport mechanism. Once again, our technology has highjacked a mechanism to enable much larger molecules to pass into the brain. We only discovered this recently through testing we conducted. If you have medical professionals as readers, I hope they
will excuse me for reducing what is a very complex process into something I hope lay people can understand.
Ohashi: that’s an excellent lead into nicotine and the Altria (NYSE: MO) agreement. Is this what Altria saw
that got them interested in DehydraTECH™?
Bunka: I recognize in the public company world, there is a lot of information and disinformation. Lexaria only
talks about scientific ideas and concepts when we have trials or studies to back it up. So with respect to Altria,
we have known internally for almost three years that our technology works in a similar fashion on fat soluble
drugs provided those drugs have certain other molecular characteristics we have identified. We know nicotine
and cannabinoids share those characteristics.
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In the early spring of 2018, we conducted a test on nicotine with 12 animals and we found the delivery into
the bloodstream increased by several hundreds of percent and by over 500% into brain tissue. At the time,
we were in discussion with one of the other international tobacco majors, not Altria, and they were greatly
impressed with the results. They asked us if we would be willing to reproduce the study with a larger animal
population and we agreed. In August 2018 we published the results of a study with 40 animals that showed
about a doubling of delivery of nicotine into the blood and over a 300% increase to the brain. When you
smoke a cigarette, nicotine enters your bloodstream starting in 10 to 15 seconds which is very fast but the
maximum blood level concentration of nicotine from that first puff takes 4 to 7 minutes depending on things
like your age, gender and body weight. With our technology we were delivering nicotine into animal blood
within 2 minutes. And in ten to twelve minutes were delivering more nicotine to the blood than the generic
formulation did in one to four hours. This was a real breakthrough in both the amount of nicotine and the
speed at which it was delivered.
By August we were in discussion with three major tobacco companies and we were hearing comments along
the lines that “...at this company we have never seen oral nicotine delivery results this fast.” At that point we
knew we were onto something. Just for the record, I would like to say Lexaria is not advocating people who
do not use nicotine should start. We are addressing the reality that there are 1.1 billion people who smoke
cigarettes every day. If those people can find a safer way to satisfy their need for nicotine, Lexaria will have
made the world a better place.
Ohashi: we know also the combustion of tobacco is what creates the health issues. It is not the nicotine.
Bunka: nicotine is one of the most addictive substances known. But in small quantities, nicotine is relatively
harmless in and of itself. So you’re right; it is the combustion that completely transforms what happens to the
human body. So if it is tightly controlled in an oral form, it is harmless. In fact, nicotine in an oral form is being
used as a partial treatment for Alzheimer’s disease. So it may even do some good. Nicotine is known to have
some cognitive enhancement effects. What we know is if you are using nicotine, smoking is the most harmful
method of delivery. Vaping is almost certainly safer. Oral delivery is safer still and that is where Lexaria’s
technology comes in.
Ohashi: and that is Altria’s sole interest – delivery of nicotine in oral form.
Bunka: yes, Altria is a consumer products company. Our agreement gives them exclusive rights in the United
States and non-exclusive rights in the rest of the world for nicotine delivery in oral form.
Ohashi: in the old Vancouver Stock Exchange “Wild West” days, we would see junior resource exploration
companies with an exceptionally interesting property doing a deal with a major mining company and the flow
of news would suddenly stop. Is that what we’re seeing with Lexaria and Altria?
Bunka: Altria’s a big company. They’ve been exceptionally respectful and collaborative with us. But I think
last year they had around U.S. $27 billion in revenue. So out of necessity, anything they do means they have
a lot to lose. The corporate and scientific due diligence they did was extremely extensive. So yes, as a result
of all of that we are constrained in what we can say and do. Having said that, I couldn’t more pleased with
our progress under the agreement to date. From where I sit, everything is two thumbs up.
Ohashi: if we go back to the resource example, there was always a recognition on the part of the large
company that the small company needs a flow of information. Is there something in your agreement with
Altria that recognizes your need for information?
Bunka: yes. Under defined circumstances there is allowance for news to be issued after it is jointly reviewed
and approved by both companies. There is another aspect that is likely of great interest and that is Altria has
non-exclusive rights to use the technology outside of the United States so Lexaria is free to pursue additional
nicotine or tobacco type relationships. Altria is the largest tobacco company in the U.S. with something like
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an astonishing 51% market share but they have very little operations outside of the U.S. So we are and will
continue to pursue nicotine deals with tobacco companies outside of the U.S.
Ohashi: have you gotten to the position with Altria where you might do a general update or are you not far
enough advanced?
Bunka: I think it’s the latter with one possible exception on a piece of work Lexaria had commissioned prior
to our agreement with Altria. It was a bit serendipitous that this fits really well into the work with Altria and that
work is well advanced and nearing completion. It could be argued that we could release that information
independently but I don’t think that would be in the spirit of our relationship. However I can see some advancements toward the end of the summer and if that is the case I will advocate for the release of an update.
Ohashi: originally, I understood there are three phases in the work plan with Altria. So would you say you
are well advanced in phase one?
Bunka: as I said, perhaps in that one area but not otherwise. It’s taken a while to get going but I would add I
don’t think we’re ahead of or behind schedule.
Ohashi: keeping in mind everything we’ve said about the constraints, is there anything else you can say?
Bunka: the entire program has been designed for oral forms of nicotine delivery and Altria already has a
business line that is active in that sector. I don’t have the numbers as we talk but I think Altria reported around
U.S. $27 billion in revenue and something like 10% to 15% of that is in non-combusted forms of delivery.
Some portion of that would potentially use Lexaria’s technology. The point is we are talking about an existing
business line that is very large. Using this back of the napkin arithmetic, likely over $1 billion in existing
revenue. With our agreement, subject to the proof of concept work we are doing being positive, there is a
royalty agreement in place. If we are able to help Altria improve their product lines whether it is in the amount
of nicotine absorbed or the rapidity of absorption or improvement in flavour or the lack of irritation caused by
delivery, we will start to earn a revenue stream from a really accomplished consumer products company that
even in these sub-categories of their business, there are revenue streams larger by far than from the largest
cannabis company in the world today. So we have an amazing potential partner we’re just thrilled to have.
Ohashi: so your relationship is all positive?
Bunka: we were very, very nervous going into this relationship. We’ve been in meetings where there are 20
of them and three of us. But here’s the best answer I can give. It appears to me if we identify a scientific or
engineering problem, they want to identify them in order to solve them. They recognize it’s in everyone’s best
interest to make this work. I really believe they are in this looking for solutions so they can be in business for
another 100 years.
Ohashi: originally, we were looking at a timeline of two years for the Altria project. So have we made a dint
in that? Where do we stand now?
Bunka: we don’t know how long this will take. I know we are already thinking that instead of everything
running in linear fashion, we can have some things running in parallel. So I don’t know if it will take 18 months
or 36 months but it will be in that range. We’ll know a lot more when Phase One is completed and I do think
that will be in 2019. When we get into Phase Two, we’ll really be able to roll up our sleeves and conduct a lot
more work but I think for now, I believe it will fall into that timeline.
Ohashi: the other thing that is emerging here is the outcome doesn’t have to be all or nothing.
Bunka: absolutely. There are so many possible outcomes to the program. I think my earlier comment that
everyone is looking for a way to market applies here. If we get to market it’s a benefit for Lexaria and Altria.
Ohashi: sorry but Altria took up most of the interview and that was my intention. Any quick comments on the
rest of your business?
Bunka: the big event at the end of last year was the passing of the Farm Bill that basically made cannabidiol
(CBD) from hemp legal in the U.S. As a result, our hemp division has never been so busy. We are having
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discussions with both American and International companies ranging from very small to incredibly large that
are interest in the CBD space. The fact that we have almost five years of experience in hemp oil formulations
has really proven to be a bonus for us. We have announced a couple of small new customer agreements and
we have more Letters of Intent out right now and in some cases with larger potential dollar values than at any
time in our history. Also with each month that goes by we get closer to the date that cannabis edibles become
legal in Canada. I know this has been a frustration but as it stands any cannabis and hemp edibles sold in
Canada are illegal and we can’t go there. But when it is legal, Lexaria can begin generating revenue from its
Canadian based agreements with edibles companies. Finally, Illinois recently became the 13 th U.S. state to
legalize in addition to the over 30 that are medical cannabis legal. So things are accelerating in our favour. I
can say 2019 is the busiest year we have ever experienced and I anticipate 2020 will be busier than this year.
Ohashi: can you elaborate on your hemp based activities?
Bunka: in the U.S. our technology is long since patented. In the U.S. we have formulated a CBD from hemp
capsule (pill) and we have a formulated a powder called “ChrgD+” that is packaged like a restaurant sugar
pack that weighs only two grams and can be carried in your purse or pocket. It is designed to be dispensed
into any beverage ranging from water to cola to a glass of wine, a cocktail or beer. It has no aroma and only
a miniscule impact on flavour. “ChrgD+” lets you convert any drink of your choice to a CBD based beverage.
That product has just gone on sale a week ago and we are starting to receive some small stocking orders.
And we recently announced a new customer in the CBD from hemp beverage category.
We are talking to well-known consumer products companies that are exploring adding CBD from hemp into
a variety of products including mints, chocolates, protein bars, beverages and even personal care products.
So our hemp business has really exploded for sure.
Interview With Dr. Anthony Holler, CEO Sunniva, Inc.
May 15, 2019 |
Summary
I wanted to clarify some of the milestone dates that had been missed by Sunniva so I sought clarification from
Dr. Anthony Holler, CEO. Instead of spinning off Canadian assets, SNN will sell the Okanagan Falls property
and National Health Services. He expects this to be completed this summer. Acknowledging and explaining
delays, Holler believes Cathedral City construction will be finished this summer, equipment installed and
tested by Fall, grow room planting started and concluded by Q1 2020. He admits being frustrated by the
delays as well but is confident of this timeline and believes Cathedral City will be the most advanced grow
operation in the world.
This timeline together with the expectation of $72 to $78 million of revenue from SNN branded products
means the stock is significantly undervalued in my opinion.
On May 6, 2019 I interviewed Dr. Anthony Holler, a Co-founder, Chairman of the
Board
and
Chief
Executive
Officer
of
Sunniva
Inc. (OTCQB: SNNVF) (CSE: SNN) Dr. Holler is the Independent Chairman of CRH
Medical Corporation. Dr. Holler was a co-founder and served as a Director of ID Biomedical from March 1991 and Chief Executive Officer at ID Biomedical Corporation
from March 2001 to December 2005 and also served as its President. ID Biomedical
was a leader in high quality, low-cost manufacturing of flu vaccines that was sold to
GlaxoSmithKline in 2005 for $1.7 billion. He has served as an officer and director of
many other private and public companies.
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Dr. Holler invests in and takes an active role in every company he works with. He is engaged full time by
Sunniva with a focus on increasing shareholder value.
Dr. Holler served as an Emergency physician at University Hospital at the University of British Columbia. Dr.
Holler is a Member of the British Columbia College of Physicians and Surgeons. He holds a Bachelor of
Science and a Medical Degree from the University of British Columbia.
I started by asking him about the Canadian assets…
Ohashi: let me start by asking about the Canadian assets. I understand canceling the spinout because it
doesn’t really meet your requirements now that you are focussed on California. In your recent conference
call, the Okanagan Falls project was described as “suspended.” That’s sort of in limbo.
Holler: some time ago we concluded operating in California will create more shareholder value than anything
we can do in Canada. So our objective is to sell the Canadian assets and use the money to expand our
California operations.
Ohashi: at this point, the Canadian assets are the Okanagan Falls property and Natural Health Services. Is
that correct? And it’s not a package deal. You will sell one independent of the other?
Holler: yes, we’ve had interest expressed in them as individual assets.
Ohashi: how much are you into Okanagan Falls for?
Holler: I would say on the books by the time you take into account the property, the design, architecture, and
engineering – we’re probably into it for $20 million.
Ohashi: and you’re not going to get that out of it, right?
Holler: Well, I wouldn’t say that. If you’re interested in building out the property and there are parties looking
at it that way, the design, contracts we have with engineering firms and suppliers – all those things are critically
important. I don’t want to discuss specifics because we’re into discussions but you won’t have long to wait.
Ohashi: I have felt all along that National Health Services is a valuable enterprise. It has over 100,000 patients on its active list and at different points in time, it has had up to one-third of all patients registered with
Health Canada. I don’t understand why Canopy or Aurora or any of the big guys aren’t falling over themselves
to grab this business.
Holler: two years ago, I think I would have agreed with you. Now the College of Physicians and Surgeons in
the provinces are basically saying, “We would never allow a pharmaceutical company to set up and sell their
drugs directly to patients.” So I think we are going to see regulations saying you have to be agnostic to
product, that is, an NHS cannot push one LPs product. This was built into our plan when we were looking at
producing our own cannabis in Canada. We always planned to have, say, 20 different producers represented
and we would be one. So the landscape is changing. Basically, what the College has been saying leads me
to believe there are regulations coming. I don’t know why the College would allow a cannabis grower to sell
directly to a patient when they don’t allow it with any other drug.
I agree the clinics are valuable but more to clinic operators. So there are a couple of things we are doing to
improve the clinic business. We’ve aligned with UNIFOR, the largest private sector union in Canada, to educate their over 300,000 members and we’re working with some pharmacy chains to be their preferred referral
for cannabis patients. For these reasons, I think the parties interested in NHS are companies that are in the
clinic business already. Some Licensed Producers have gone into operating their own clinics so we’ll have to
see how that all turns out. But I’ll say again, you won’t have long to wait.
Ohashi: the last I saw your patient numbers were over 100,000. Is that still where you are?
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Holler: yes. Last year our patient numbers dipped because the College of Physicians and Surgeons said if
you’re going to prescribe medical cannabis to your patients, you have to see your patients every three months.
So we had to contact all our existing patients and tell them about the new rule and ask them to come in every
three months. We had to do a lot of catch up. Now our numbers are growing again because we have a healthy
balance between seeing existing patients and new patients.
Ohashi: if we cut to the chase do you think you’ll be able to sell your Canadian assets this year? In 2019?
Holler: absolutely! My gut feeling is these assets will be sold a lot sooner than that.
Ohashi: okay. Well, its early May already….
Holler: true but we’ve been working on this for a while and we do have interested parties.
Ohashi: the California operation is coming up on a year behind schedule. When I visited Cathedral City
around a year ago and went through the plans in detail, it struck me as a highly automated system. But that
also makes it complex to build. What is your view on the Cathedral City campus today?
Holler: I’m completely convinced we are doing the right thing with this facility. For example, I met with a
consultant in Holland and we were discussing capital costs and cost overruns and he said, “Yes. But at least
you’re doing the right thing. I consult to a number of operators who are converting large greenhouses and the
problems with that are no secret. They are not airtight units like yours will be.” What he was saying is a
converted greenhouse is growing inside a glass house. Our facility is completely airtight. I doesn’t allow contamination from external sources. We totally control what comes in and what goes out of our facility. They tell
me, “Tony, you’re having some start-up issues and that’s frustrating. But in the end you’re doing the right
things and you’ll be very happy.”
Here’s the other thing people have said to us. Because we have such tight controls, over time the quality of
our product and the yield from the facility will improve.
Ohashi: let’s not skip over that because it’s important. What they are saying is because of the precise controls
you have, over time the tweaks you make to temperature, humidity, nutrients and so on will improve your
yield. You’ll not only get higher quality product, you’ll get more of it.
Holler: that’s right. I visited one of the largest tomato growing greenhouses in Holland. The person showing
me the facility explained that the production from the facility has increased fourfold since they have operated
it because they used diffused glass so the light comes in from everywhere plus technology that controls what
happens to the plants and so on. He said we should get bigger numbers than we are estimating because our
forecasts are based on what other people are doing right now. I think we are going to find with cannabis what
those tomato growers experienced. This will come more slowly after we’ve been operating and fine-tuning for
a while but we will be like those tomato growers who were stunned by the large number of tomatoes they are
getting out of the same facility.
Because of the ability we have given the computerized nature of our operation, we can go back and look at
a particularly good or not so good crop and ask ourselves why that happened. We can learn to do more of
what was good and less of what was not so good and I don’t think most people appreciate this potential.
Ohashi: But as I look at the California campus, it’s a year late or pretty close to it.
Holler: that’s correct. I don’t like pointing fingers but no one has built a facility like this before. Yes, there were
some mistakes made over the construction period. There were also changes to the design. For example, we
had two groups of consultants in to review cooling which is very important in Palm Springs. Losing one crop
can cost millions of dollars. One Dutch consultant didn’t like the cooling system that was recommended. They
said, “It might work. But you’re taking a large risk on a $100 million facility.” Then Barker Pacific brought in
their own consultant and they agreed we were taking a huge risk. That led to changes that might end up
costing an extra $15 to $20 million but we are now guaranteed that we can cool the facility even if the temperature goes up to 50 Celsius which can happen sometimes in Palm Springs.
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As I keep saying none of this technology is new. It’s being used in many other places in growing. We have to
fine tune it for cannabis. When that tweaking is complete and the facility is up and running, this is going to be
the model for growing cannabis in the world. No one is going to have a facility that matches ours. Our people
are going to be sitting at their computers and any problems are going to be identified instantaneously so we
can correct it right away.
Ohashi: you were drawing some parallels between what you’re doing in California and what you did with ID
Biomedical (IDB) that turned out to exceptionally successful and a big winner for investors….
Holler: with IDB, we built a high technology production facility for flu vaccines. The capital cost was considerably higher than what we’re spending in Cathedral City. When we finished, it was the most sophisticated
and most efficient, large capacity facility in the world. The result was that GlaxoSmithKline purchased IDB for
$1.7 billion. I saw a similar opportunity in cannabis and that is what Sunniva is all about. I’ve been here before.
Ohashi: so you are confident in your current timelines for Cathedral City?
Holler: In the last four months we have really concentrated on asking our consultants to give us a final timeline and a final budget estimate. For instance, we are contributing an extra $10.5 million and I would argue
that we don’t have to do that. But it was our commitment to the project and everyone working on it. And in a
practical sense, it was more important for us to get this facility completed than spend time arguing about the
$10.5 million. So we are comfortable with our expectations for time and money on the project because we
have gone through and questioned everything. We expect the building will be completed at the beginning of
July. Then we have to bring all the equipment on stream and test it to make sure we meet all the standards
we have committed to. But I am very confident in our timeline and if there is any variance it will be measured
in weeks, in my opinion.
Ohashi: now the original plan was to plant one room at a time…
Holler: that’s correct. We currently forecast that the final room will be planted by the end of the first quarter
of 2020 and from that point onward, we will be on a continuous harvesting cycle. We’ve had a number of
sophisticated growers in California come through our facility even though it’s not complete and every one of
them has said to us, “This is the future of growing high quality, premium cannabis.” The proof of that will be
people who want us to grow this top of the line product for them and you will see evidence of this sooner
rather than later.
Ohashi: I visited the site around a year ago and went through the plan in detail. One of the things that struck
me is that it is a very complex operation. Everything is automated. I mean you could almost run that place
without humans.
Holler: certainly the greenhouse will probably operate with one person per 22,000 square foot bay. Eight to
ten people will run the whole grow facility. The reason they can do that is on their computer monitors they get
minute to minute verification of things like humidity and the nutrients the plants are receiving. That’s why I’m
so convinced that once this facility is operating it will do everything the manufacturer said. Remember every
system that we are using in this greenhouse is being used in a growing facility somewhere. What we have
done is put them together in a way that is ideal for growing cannabis. These are all tested systems. The one
thing I said when it was being planned is, “I don’t want new technology. I want technology that is proven in
the industry.”
Ohashi: when the operation is up and running, you are talking about a base cost of $.50 per gram and an all
in cost of just over a dollar?
Holler: that’s right. A cultivation cost of $.50 per gram and you add in state and local taxes that are $.30 a
gram and amortizing the lease cost and so on. These are all real costs of operating that takes it up to $1.15
per gram.
Ohashi: and that gives you a very high-grade product…
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Holler: we expect to have the highest grade product in the market place.
Ohashi: does that really matter when the end result is an extract? An oil?
Holler: in California, there is a large and premium market for top quality flower. There are perhaps three
markets. Oil is becoming more popular with the new user many of whom are young women. They want a very
discreet vaporizer that can be used very privately without any smell and so on. But the other market is what
might be called the legacy user. That person still likes the smoke and the aroma. It’s all part of the experience
for them. Third, it’s important to remember the medical cannabis user wants to know their medicine is being
made with the highest quality inputs.
Ohashi: any final thoughts?
Holler: I’m really excited about where we sit today. Our facility will allow us to work very scientifically. We can
change one thing and see what happens. If that doesn’t work, we can change something else and see what
happens. My background is in the biopharmaceutical industry and that’s how we optimize production and I
don’t think it’s going to be any different with cannabis. I think people are now very close to being able to see
some of these things at work. When they do, everyone will appreciate that this facility raises cannabis growing
to another level.
I really understand your frustration and that of investors. The one thing I can tell you is no one is more frustrated than I am. I feel that frustration every day. I truly get it. But we’re on the right track. Here’s why I am
able to sleep at night. I talk to sophisticated people who come to our California facility and I complain that it’s
taking twice as long and costing twice as much and they always say, “Yeah Tony but you know what? In the
end, you’re doing the right thing. You’re not going to have these massive crop failures that you’re seeing in
the Fraser Valley where they can’t control anything.”
When I think “Oh man, it’s a headache because of the time we’ve taken and the money we’ve spent, my
consolation is I’m completely convinced that when this facility is completed it’s going to be the best grow
facility in the world.”
Conclusion: In my opinion, Dr. Holler is a very credible person. As a
result, I think we are on the verge of seeing some positive results out of
Cathedral City. It was my choice to center this discussion on what is
happening at the grow facility. But assuming we move forward as Holler
says, other good things happen. We shouldn’t forget, SNNVF has provided guidance that sales from branded products should be in the range
of CAN $72 to $78 million this year based on production using biomass
purchased from other growers. As purchased cannabis is displaced by
Sunniva produced cannabis, profit margins will improve and the bottom line will grow rapidly. Finally, let’s not
forget this is California. I reported last week that Health Canada issued its 177 th license and while not all of
those are licenses to grow, California has a small fraction of that in terms of fully compliant growers. Sunniva
has the opportunity to become one of the dominant players in a market larger than Canada. As we move
ahead from here, I expect operating results will make this clear and investors will clamber in.
One year, three years, even a decade from now, are you going to be saying, “I woulda, coulda, shoulda….”
or will you be one of those who punched their ticket for a ride on the SNNVF gravy train?”
Disclosure: I/we have no positions in any stocks mentioned, and no plans to initiate any positions within the
next 72 hours.
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Khiron Life Sciences Is The Real Deal
Summary
The Hindenburg/QCM Aphria (TSX: APHA) report cast doubt on their people and properties in Jamaica
and Latin America. Consequently, investors began to doubt the management and operations of Khiron
(TSXV: KHRN).
I discuss Khiron's management and properties. I've met many of their key people at the head office and I
have visited the cannabis grow property. Khiron is the "Real Deal.".
The short seller's attack exacerbated an already declining cannabis stock market as Aphria crashed, the
market sold down and investors sold KHRN in sympathy.
If only 10% of the Hindenburg/QCM claims are correct, I think APHA faces a long and difficult road back.
If the allegations prove substantially accurate, APHA could be in serious trouble.
KHRN faces no such issues. In fact, 2018 should be an outstanding year as the ILANS acquisition is
expected to add at least $10 million to revenue, sales of cosmeceutical branded 'Kuida' have commenced
and sales of medical cannabis will begin. With a market cap of under $100 million, the APHA crash has
created a KHRN opportunity offering outstanding prospective returns to investors.
I guess you have to conclude that this is a “Missouri Market,” that is, a show me stock market. The controversy surrounding Aphria and their investments in Latin America as described in a Seeking Alpha
publication by Hindenburg Research titled “Aphria – A Shell Game with a Cannabis Business on the Side”
(read full report here) and a presentation by Gabriel Grego of Quintessential Capital Management (QCM)
at a short seller’s conference on December 3, 2018, (see presentation here) have resulted in investors
questioning the nature and value of Khiron’s assets in Colombia.
Well, I’ve been there and seen that and I can tell you Khiron (TSXV: KHRN) management and assets are
nothing like what has been represented about Aphria’s LATAM management and assets in the Hindenburg and Quintessential reports. In fact, I don’t think Khiron was mentioned once in those stories and if
they had been, there would have had nothing negative to report.
I was last there in October 2018 at which time I visited their offices located in Bogota. First, there is
security you need to pass to enter the lobby of their
office building. There are security people that check
your credentials before you can pass through the
turnstiles into the lobby. Paola Ricardo of Khiron
cleared me into the lobby, but the security people
still checked my passport. Paola took me up to Khiron’s offices in the secure elevator. These pictures are
more recent.
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KHRN’s office is as modern and more secure than most you would find in a major city in North America.
The offices are laid out in open configuration to encourage communication among employees. I was
impressed by the fact that founder and CEO Alvaro Torres' office was with
everyone else in the open layout. There is a boardroom for meetings, bathrooms, a lunchroom for everyone, a few smaller enclosed offices for smaller
groups to meet privately and even one tiny room if
you need to have a private telephone conversation.
There were around two dozen employees at work
that day, some of whom I met on an earlier visit.
The purpose of this trip was twofold. First, a visit to the offices of the Latin American Institute of Neurology
and the Nervous System (ILANS), one of the fastest growing and largest health service
provider networks in Colombia and Latin America.The ILANS network represents an
estimated 100,000 patients that had audited 2017 sales of approximately $10.5 million
and EBITDA of $1.8 million. We visited the main ILANS clinic in Bogota, saw staff and
patients in the offices and waiting room and had a short presentation by Dr. Jairo Espinoza, neurosurgeon and founder of ILANS. Dr. Espinoza described how ILANS fits into
KHRN’s marketing plans and everyone was impressed with his expectation for ILANS growth in 2018 and beyond.
Khiron
has since concluded a definitive agreement for the acquisition of ILANS.
Second, I attended and visited the Khiron booth at the XVII Feria de Belleza y Salud
which introduced their Kuida line of CBD infused cosmeceuticals. This is the largest
health and beauty conference in Colombia attracting more than 55,000 attendees to
discover new products and the latest trends in the industry. There was consistent
traffic flow through the booth. I was also invited to the launch party held at a major
hotel in Bogota attended by several hundred interested cosmetics industry people,
some of whom I met and talked to in a cocktail party setting. The Kuida project is the
responsibility
of Andrés Galofre, Vice President of Commercial.
On a previous trip, I visited their grow facility that
was at an earlier stage of construction. KHRN has
an outstanding property with natural security and
ample room for expansion which they have taken
advantage of since.
On my most recent visit, I met with founder and CEO Alvaro Torres for around an hour as he went through
in detail what has been done and still needed to be done at the property. The photographs above show
the construction at a recent date.
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Finally, I would like to say, “If you don’t believe me….”
Vincente Fox, former President of Mexico and head of Coca-Cola’s Latin American operations before that chose to join Khiron’s board of directors and as recently as this
week was on BNN representing the company. Would Fox choose to join a ramshackle
business as depicted in the Hindenburg Report? No, he would not.

I have met and spoken with Matt Murphy, Vice President of Compliance who spent 25
years as a Career Special Agent with the U.S. Drug Enforcement Agency. Matt has been
interviewed on 60 Minutes as an expert on drug law enforcement. Would Matt join a business described in the Hindenburg report? No, he would not.

Juan Diego Alvarez is Khiron’s Chief Regulatory Officer, who is the recognized cannabis regulatory expert in Colombia and Latin America and a Professor of Law at the
University of Los Andes. Would he? No, he would not.

Chris Naprawa is the President of Khiron and has extensive investment banking experience. He was Partner at Sprott Capital Partners, a senior position with one of
Canada’s most prestigious resource investment banking companies. Same question;
same answer.

Alvaro Torres is the person most responsible for putting Khiron together. Alvaro has over
15 years of experience in the Latin American market, including infrastructure projects and
project finance, management strategy, team development, and mergers and acquisitions.
Mr. Torres was previously head of business development for SNC-Lavalin, Colombia.
This high caliber team of executives chose Khiron because it is not a LATAM company
described by Hindenburg.
Conclusion: it seems clear Khiron’s stock price has suffered from the doubt created by the alleged descriptions of Aphria’s Latin American operations in the Hindenburg report. Clearly, KHRN's offices, operations and management team are significant and real. It is unfortunate that the cannabis group stock
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correction currently driven by the Hindenburg/QCM report has also negatively impacted KHRN. But if you
believe in Khiron and its people, then you have to conclude the oversold position of the stock represents
a major buying opportunity.

The Cannabis Report Model Portfolio
April 15, 2019
Highlights: all currency references in this report are Canadian dollars except where noted otherwise.
 The Portfolio gave up 6.2% last week compared to a -1.9% decline for the Let’s Toke Business Marijuana Composite. The portfolio closed with a value of $138,063 that is up +38.1% over a starting value
of $100,000 on August 10, 2018.
 I remain concerned about the political scene in Canada that could have serious
consequences for cannabis investors. I sit grinding my teeth as I watch Justin
Trudeau, our Prime Minister, self-destruct in the media paving the way for a potential return to power of the anti-cannabis Conservative Party. The politics here
are as unattractive for cannabis investors as the U.S. political scene is attractive.
 For our non-Canadian, non-National Hockey League fans, pictured to the right is
Don Cherry, well known colour commentator on televised hockey games. He is known to locals for his
outrageous clothing and comments. Recently he said, “I preferred the time in Canada when the Prime
Minister and the Village Idiot were two different people.” I don’t agree with much Cherry has to say but
I am behind him 100% on this statement. I will be watching the political polls very carefully as we move
toward an October 21, 2019 federal election.
 The chart to the below left shows the Cannabis Report Model Portfolio since inception. The chart to
the right shows the portfolio relative to the benchmark Let’s Toke Business Marijuana Composite Index. The charts show the portfolio has performed very well in both an absolute and relative sense. The
annualized return shown in the model portfolio chart is almost 60%. After a sharp advance in price,
many of the stocks in our portfolio have been consolidating but as I explain below, there is reason to
anticipate a recovery.

 In the meantime, I am putting the finishing touches on a new idea for the portfolio which I consider to
be a “special situation.” I you like buying dollars at a discount, don’t miss this one.
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Week in Review:
For the week ended March 29, 2019:
The Cannabis Report Model Portfolio

- 6.2%

Let’s Toke Business Marijuana Composite Index

+ 1.9%

S&P/TSX Composite

+ 0.5%

Dow Jones Industrial Average

- 0.0%

Since inception on August 10, 2018:
The Cannabis Report Model Portfolio

+38.1%

Let’s Toke Business Marijuana Composite Index

- 6.0%

S&P/TSX Composite

+ 0.9%

Dow Jones Industrial Average

+ 4.3%

 Khiron (TSXV: KHRN) continues to be the largest holding in the portfolio at 32.8% followed by Sunniva
(CSE: SNN) at 14.7%. Last week, KHRN reported an update that establishes they are a multi-country
licensed grower and when they close the NettaGrowth acquisition that is agreed to, they will be growing or licensed in Colombia, Chile and Uruguay, I consider them assured for Mexico when legislation
being considered by the government is passed and they have prepared the way for entry to Brazil
and Europe. With each passing week, KHRN extends its leadership in Latin/Central America. If this
is true, the stock should be trading much higher based on what they have already accomplished and
they are just getting started. Sunniva also presents an opportunity in my mind. There are always
people who believe there is a cloud behind every silver lining. Last week SNN issued a preliminary
report to let shareholders know they had a record $14.0 million in sales of Sunniva branded products
in California and gave guidance that they expect sales of the same branded products to reach $72 to
$78 million in 2019. The rumour started that SNN didn’t issue a preliminary report on the fourth quarter
because they are hiding something. If SNN corrected because of what amounts to a false rumour, it
creates a buying opportunity.
 The smallest position at the end of the week was Canopy Growth (TSX: WEED) (NYSE: CGC) at
4.1% followed by Lexaria (CSE: LXX) at 9.8%.
 The top performer in a down week last week was LXX with a decline of -0.6% followed by TGIF at 2.0%. The two stocks that lagged the most were KHRN that corrected -11.6% and SNN that came
back -11.3%. Given that part of this correction seemed to be related to a false rumour, I think this is
a most opportune time to buy.
 The cash position stood at $33,744 or 24.4% of the portfolio. As I said, I am on the verge of adding a
new name to the portfolio that will use some of the cash.
Here is a look at the portfolio:
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Here is a rundown on the holdings in the portfolio:
1933 Industries (CSE: TGIF): TGIF has three distinct operations. First, a 91% owned subsidiary, Alternative
Medicine Association (AMA) owns and operates a licensed medical and adult use marijuana cultivation and
production facility in Las Vegas, Nevada and produces its own line of cannabis-based extracts. In fiscal
2018, AMA contributed 65% of revenue. Second, Infused MFG is also a 91% owned subsidiary based in
Nevada. Infused MFG provides legal hemp-derived and cannabidiol (or CBD) products. After the passage
of the Farm Bill, Infused MFG announced plans to begin processing hemp into CBD extracts for the production of an array of oils and other products. CBD production by Infused from hemp is expected to increase
tenfold. Infused MFG contributed 34% of first quarter revenue. Recently, TGIF entered an agreement to
purchase the 9% of IMFG it does not own. Third, Spire Global Consulting is a consulting company that
provides services related to security, intelligence and due diligence. Recently TGIF announced it is accelerating sales of Infused MFG hemp/CBD wellness products into 46 states through 600 stores of which 250
are in California, Nevada, Arizona and Colorado.
Using my back of the napkin timeline, this means the new facility will start loading the pipeline around
June/July and will reach full capacity in the fall. Starting in the third quarter we should see revenues start
to build and reach a full capacity run rate during the fourth quarter. I believe this is an excellent time to
be buying the stock in anticipation of the events described above. You don’t want to wait until full capacity
is reached. Never forget, it wasn’t raining when Noah started building his ark.
Canopy Growth (NYSE: CGC) (TSX: WEED): is a core holding in our portfolio. It is the largest Canadian
cannabis company by market cap and offers a full portfolio of operations in both domestic and international
markets. The company just reported a 282% increase in third quarter sales that includes revenues of recreational cannabis into the Canadian market. The bottom line results were down as a result of non-operating
costs. It is worth noting the company reported it still has approximately $5 million in cash from the Constellation investment. Although top line revenues were positive, bottom line losses have confused the market. But
a large part of the loss was not related the cannabis operations. I think the marketing and branding agreement
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with Martha Stewart is a coup for WEED. This week, Canopy announced the acquisition of AgriNextUSA that
will boost their U.S. hemp footprint. WEED continues to add to its list of celebrity business relationships. First
was Snoop Dogg, then came Martha Stewart and now Seth Rogan and his cannabis brand Houseplant.
WEED will be added to the S&P/TSX60 Index (TSX60). The TSX60 combined with the S&P/TSX Completion
Index forms the S&P/TSX Composite Index. The inclusion of WEED in the TSX60 is an acknowledgement of
the success of the company but it is not the only reason WEED shares were up over 5% on the news. There
are exchange traded funds (ETFs) that will now buy WEED shares to keep their portfolios in line with the
index. Examples of ETFs effected include the S&P TSX 60 Index ETF (TSX: XIU) and the Horizons S&P TSX
60 Index ETF (TSX: HXT). In addition there are many private funds, sometimes referred to as closet index
funds that mimic the TSX60 to some degree.
Khiron Life Sciences (TSXV: KHRN): is a vertically diversified cannabis company in Colombia, South America. I think 2019 will be the year that KHRN begins to produce strong revenues from initial harvests at their
Colombian grow facility, ILANS will generate approximately $12 million in revenue and sales of the Kuida®
line of CBD cosmeceuticals in Colombia and starting in Mexico, Peru and additional Latin American markets.
KHRN is in a strong financial position. Recently, KHRN announced it has signed a binding Letter of Intent to
acquire 100% of NettaGrowth International which paves the way for entry into Uruguay and Southern Brazil
and possibly the European Union. The company also recently announced a Joint Venture agreement with
Dixie Brands (CSE: DIXI) under which KHRN will market DIXI’s extensive line of cannabis infused products
in Latin America and DIXI will market KHRN’s Kuida ® line of wellness products to the Spanish population in
the United States. Last week, KHRN reported that all licensees of CBD products in Mexico will be asked to
reapply. I liken this to a similar event in Colombia following last year’s election.
When the NettaGrowth acquisition closes, KHRN will expand its multi-country licensed grower status with
Uruguay joining Colombia and Chile and brings with it possible entry into Brazil and Europe. Mexico will
follow when the new government passes a legalization proposal it has already tabled. In addition, Kuida®
CBD products will be marketed in the U.S. and KHRN will have over 100 Dixie Brands CBD products to
distribute in Latin America. This confirms what I said last week. The leader by far in the cannabis industry
in Latin/South America. Investors who do not own KHRN should take advantage of the recent dip in the
stock price to initiate positions. Those who already own KHRN should consider adding to their holdings
if possible and at the very least hold on pending an expected stock price recovery.
Lexaria Bioscience (CSE: LXX) (OTCQX: LXRP): their DehyrdraTECHTM technology provides greatly improved bioavailability of cannabis, vitamins, certain pain killers and nicotine. LXX is building an unmatched
base of rigorous scientific evidence backed up by a portfolio of patents to protect the technology. Recently,
LXRP announced plans for ChrgD+, a product that incorporates multi-spectrum hemp oil processed using the
patented DehydraTECHTM technology that allows effective delivery of hemp oil into any existing beverage,
hot or cold. I believe this will be disruptive to the direction of the cannabis infused beverage industry. Rather
than offering a specific cannabis beverage, ChrgD+ will give the consumer the option of introducing cannabis
into the drink of their choice once it is legal. Final tweaks to the product should be completed by the end of
this year and a commercial product ready by the early months of 2019. LXX is the kind of company where we
will wake up one morning and find they have concluded a massive licensing contract with a major. It happened
recently with news that LXRP had made a research and development deal with Altria (NYSE: MO), the world’s
largest tobacco company. In a nutshell, LXRP sold the right for Altria to buy the rights for the DehydraTECH TM
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technology for use with nicotine. This week we were reminded again that one of LXX’s strength is backing up
their ideas with scientific results that leads to improving the value of their Intellectual property. I interviewed
Chris Bunka recently and the research plan with Altria is progressing as expected and is also having a positive
impact on the rest of LXRP’s business.
Sunniva (CSE: SNN) (USOTC: SNNVF): a potential leader in the California market with excellent prospects
in Canada as well. SNN is a great 2019 story that is extremely depressed because the timing of some 2018
milestones were pushed ahead into 2019. But with U.S. revenues about to surge as initial crops are harvested
from its U.S. grow facility as well as its oil extraction facility, the company awaiting a strategic plan ahead for
its Canadian operations that I think will see a somewhat scaled back operation that will produce revenue and
positive EBITDA sooner. In addition there is the planned spinout of the Canadian assets to existing shareholders that we should gain clarity of shortly. Recently, SNN reported a class action suit has been initiated
related to the loss of patient health data to suspected computer hacking at Natural Health Services. Management reports they take the matter very seriously and it is under investigation. Last week, SNN reported first
quarter revenue of $14.0 million, up 169% over the same quarter a year ago. Just as important, management
provided guidance that revenue from SNN branded product sales in California is expected to be in the range
of $72 - $78 million. SNN was weak toward the end of the week and I picked up a rumour that management
is hiding some negative news in the fourth quarter report. This is nonsense. I conclude this means last week’s
price dip is an opportunity to buy.
Cash at 24.4% is comfortable for the time being. It allows for the addition of another name into the portfolio
that I believe is the most probable outcome in the short run.
Where We Are In The Cannabis Stock Market Cycle - An Update
Summary
In February, I outlined where we were in the cannabis stock market cycle. I said we were transitioning
from the Dynamic Phase to the Trading Phase of the Bull Market.
Clearly, we are in the Trading Phase, and we are closer to the Bear Market. I explain why I think we are
still in the bullish phase.
Constellation/Canopy II triggered a strong rally, but nothing like version one. We currently sit near the end
of a sharp correction, and the market needs another "event."
We think that such an event is on the horizon, with President Trump acting on his own or another investment by a major into a leading cannabis company.
As a result, an update of the stocks I follow show many of them offer a trading opportunity from current
levels.
Summary
In February 2018, I observed the cannabis stocks were transitioning from the first stage of the bull market
to the second stage. I said investors should adjust their portfolio strategy.
I explained my view that the stock market and cannabis stock market cycle can be separated into three
stages:
1. The first is the bull market dynamic phase, which is an uptrend with few corrections.
2. The second stage is the trading phase during which prices still rise but at a slower overall rate of gain
and increased volatility.
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3. The third stage is the bear market that is a downtrend with few rallies of any size. Bear markets are
shorter than bull markets and do not give back all of the previous bull market gains.
Today, I think it is clear that we are in stage two, and we may be transitioning into stage three or the Bear
market. I realize the "B" word might strike fear into the heart of investors, but don't let it happen. This is
nothing more than another transition that implies a different set of policies that should guide your investment strategy.
Let's quickly review and update the market cycle and the three stages I define. The
Market Cycle

The entire market cycle is divided into three parts. The first is the bull market defined as a time when
stock prices are generally rising. The bull market is further separated into two sections: the Dynamic
Phase and the Trading Phase. The final stage is the bear market, which is an extended period of price
declines. Here are some points to remember:
1. The bull market lasts three to four times longer than the bear market. That is why successful portfolio managers tend to be optimists. Since the market is rising most of the time, being positive
means you will be right most of the time.
2. Although bear markets don't last as long, the rate of price decline is more rapid, and for investors,
the experience is more frightening.
3. Third, the bear market typically does not surrender all the gains made in the preceding bull market.
That is why long-term charts of the Dow Jones Industrial Average and other market indexes rise
over time. The long-term return on common stocks in the U.S. and Canada has been around 9%+
per annum assuming reinvested dividends.
4. Also, it is worth noting that although I am using one standard model for a market cycle, each one
is unique. The length and the rate of change will be different from cycle to cycle.

The next chart illustrates the trends in each phase:
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1. In the Dynamic Phase of the bull market, the rate of return is the highest. This is the phase where
buy and hold works best.
2. During the Trading Phase, the corrections become larger and more frequent, but the returns remain
positive. In the Trading Phase, the opportunities for higher profit from trading exist. As I said in the
original report, during the Trading Phase, more new issues are brought to market. This is the stage
at which many new companies are underwritten as the investor appetite for speculative stocks is
higher.
3. The bear market decline is often steeper and shorter. However, as I said in my first report, this is
the stage at which investors feel the greatest stress. As behavioral science has established in
recent years, "loss aversion" means for most people, it is better not to lose $1 than to make a $1.
Some studies show that you need a profit of $2 to offset the psychological effect of a $1 loss.

A key message is the roll-over to the next phase is not instantaneous. In fact, in a way, the Trading Phase
is the transition from a Dynamic Phase to a Bear Market. So if we consider we are currently about to roll
over from the Dynamic Phase to the Bear Market, the actual Bear Market could still be a year off. Of
course, it could come sooner than that.

The characteristics of each phase dictate how you should manage your investments.
1. In the Dynamic Phase, prices are predominantly upwards. When corrections or setbacks occur,
they tend to be relatively brief, and the declines are small. For larger markets such as the New
York Stock Exchange and the Toronto Stock Exchange, corrections on the major indexes will not
often go over 5%, and they need to approach 10% before anyone worries. In the more volatile
cannabis sector, this is likely more like 10% and 20%, respectively. This is the time to buy as much
as you can and hold on. For now, that time has passed.
2. In the Trading Phase, corrections in the overall markets will frequently exceed 10%, and for cannabis stocks, that should translate into 20% or more. The markets are more volatile and corrections
more frequent. For portfolios, it is a time to take some profits on strength and nibble at stocks on
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weakness. If you buy less and sell more, you will build cash over time. Readers will probably recognize these features in the cannabis stock market over the previous nine months and hopefully
you have accumulated some cash.
3. Bear markets using a rule of thumb definition for the major markets is a decline in the leading
indexes of over 20%. Cannabis stocks are considerably more volatile, so the decline might be 40%
to 50% during a bear market.

In February 2018, I reported that we were in the transition from the Dynamic Phase to the Trading Phase
(oval to the left). Now I think we are in transition from the Trading Phase to the Bear Market. Note that I
am still not trying to forecast the market. So I use a large oval instead of a small dot to identify where we
are. However, I am willing to go so far as to say I think we are still in the cannabis bull market and the
trend over the short term will be positive. However, the cannabis group has experienced some sharp
fluctuations and so we have to adjust.
On Seeking Alpha eight months ago, I suggested readers build some cash in portfolios. If you follow me
on The Cannabis Report Model Portfolio, you will see I have 25%+ cash. Given the recent drop in cannabis stocks, which I think is still volatility on the downside in the Trading Market, I am looking at a couple
of new stocks that have come down a lot in price that will be very attractive at current levels. If I buy a
couple of new names and reduce my cash to 10% to 15% in the short run, the plan will be to raise the
cash to around 35% in the next rally.
What's Next?
We are close to the bottom of a sharp correction in the cannabis stocks. Since the middle of October, the
Marijuana North American Index is down 29%, the Canadian Cannabis Composite Index is down 29%
and the New Cannabis Ventures Global Cannabis Stock Index is down 26%. By our definition, this qualifies as a correction in the Trading Phase of the cannabis stock market cycle.
Could this turn into the Bear Market? It's possible. The fact of the matter is the cannabis stocks need an
"event" to spur a recovery. We think the odds favor such an event. There have been many rumors of
another major outside-the-industry investment into one of the leading cannabis stocks such as Aurora
Cannabis (NYSE:ACB) or Aphria (NYSE:APHA). Finally, it is rumored that President Trump will propose
a new policy toward cannabis that will make medical cannabis legal in the U.S. and allow states to determine local policies on recreational marijuana. So there is a reasonable likelihood of a positive event in
the next six months.
Although the odds favor a positive event, in my view, there are a couple of potential clouds on the horizon.
These are longer-term issues.
Although the next Canadian federal election is still a year away (October 21, 2019), the pro-cannabis
Liberal Government has fallen behind the anti-cannabis Conservatives in the latest polls. Although it is
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almost inconceivable that it has happened, Prime Minister Justin Trudeau has frittered away a massive
amount of political goodwill, and it is possible he could lose the next election. When I asked Vic Neufeld,
Chief Executive Offer of Aphria, what would happen if the Conservatives win the next election, he provided an opinion with which I agree. Neufeld said:
1. The Liberal Prime Minister has behaved in a way that could explain the poll result. But his actions
and the polls could change in a year.
2. In any case, Neufeld said he did not believe a Conservative government will revoke legalization.
Subsequently, Andrew Scheer, the leader of the opposition, said in an unconvincing manner that
a Conservative government will not make cannabis illegal again.
In my opinion, if the Conservatives maintain or increase their lead in the polls as we move toward Canada's next federal election, that will be reflected negatively in the cannabis stocks. If the Conservatives are
elected, investors will not wait around to find out what the new government will do. They will probably sell
in the days immediately leading up to and following the election. This could be a bear market triggering
event.
Another issue in my mind is the potential for a scandal to hit the cannabis group. Given the massive
amount of capital that has been raised and spent by cannabis companies, the potential certainly exists.
As I talk to people in the industry, the number of rumors floating around out there reminds me that where
there's smoke, there is fire, and the more smoke there is, the more likely there is a fire. Obviously, a
scandal will upset the fragile optimism of investors and send the market lower.
Recommended Company Updates
This report is a follow-up to my original Seeking Alpha article Where are We In the Cannabis Stock Market
Cycle published in February 2018.
1. Back then I concluded we were transitioning from the Dynamic Phase to the Trading Phase of the
cannabis stock market cycle. For the past eight months, we have seen the characteristics of the
Trading Phase that I described: greater volatility and a lower rate of return. I think it is fair to conclude we are now firmly entrenched in the Trading Phase of the cycle.
2. Looking at the cannabis stocks today, I think we are still in the Trading Phase but also transitioning
into the Bear Market. I see several factors that could trigger the next rally in the Trading Phase
including a unilateral move by President Trump to legalize medical marijuana in the new year or
another investment into a Canadian major Licensed Producer by big pharma, alcohol or non-alcoholic beverage company or tobacco.
3. Looking further ahead toward the end of 2019, I can also see events that could trigger a Bear
Market Phase. The most serious is the possibility that the Canadian Federal Liberal Party could
lose the next election to the staunchly anti-cannabis Conservative government that has actually
moved ahead in the latest poll. The other factor I can foresee is a major scandal which almost
seems inevitable given the billions of dollars that have been raised and is being spent in the industry.
4. Between now and then, whenever that may be, portfolios should continue to raise cash. I advised
this in the February report, but it wouldn't surprise me if many investors haven't raised cash yet.
Well, it's not too late. As we move ahead, take advantage of any price rallies to take some profits
to hold as cash. In the Cannabis Report Model Portfolio that I run, I have followed my own advice
and have around 27% in cash.
5. As the market has corrected recently, I will use some cash to add to stocks that have dropped in
price. In the next rally, I will take some profits and expect to end up with 30%+ in cash. I will continue
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forward buying on dips and selling on bounces until by next fall, the cash position should approach
a defensive 50% or so.
Here is an update on the stocks I have been covering here on Seeking Alpha:

Ascent Industries (OTC:PGTMF) [CSE:ASNT] is licensed to produce cannabis and extracts and has applied for a controlled drugs license. In the U.S., ASNT is licensed for production, processing and wholesale distribution of cannabis in Oregon and Nevada. Operations currently include facilities in these areas.
I have favored ASNT since it went public in August 2018. However, I held off writing it up on Seeking
Alpha because the shares shot up in price. Recently, ASNT reported a problem of a record-keeping nature
in a recent inspection by Health Canada that has suspended certain of its licenses. The situation is expected to be rectified shortly. At that time I plan to make a more complete report.

Aphria is one of the "big three" Canadian cannabis companies. Aphria has distinguished itself with
aboveaverage financial results and is about to become the third Canadian Licensed Producer to list on
the New York Stock Exchange. In addition, it is probably one of the top two takeover targets of the cannabis group. A frequent rumor is Altria (NYSE:MO) buying a minority stake in the company. I recently
heard Chief Executive Office Vic Neufeld speak in Frankfurt, Germany, and I am convinced management
remains solid.
It seems good things are in store for APHQF (or APHA) when it begins to trade on the Big Board.
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Canopy Growth (OTC:CGC) remains one of my picks in the Licensed Producer group. In my original
Seeking Alpha article in late 2016, I referred to CGC as an "ETF Surrogate" and I stand by that two years
later. CGC set the cannabis world on fire a year ago when Constellation Brands (NYSE:STZ) purchased
a 9.9% interest in CGC in the first major cross-industry investment into the cannabis industry. Then, in
August 2018, STZ invested another U.S. $4 billion into CGC raising its interest to 38%. CGC has been a
constant industry leader including the move to international markets. Given it has a giant war chest, CGC
is likely to continue in its leadership role.

Khiron Life Sciences (OTCQB:KHRNF) [TSXV:KHRN] operates in Colombia as a vertically diversified
cannabis company with plans to become a dominant force in Latin America. The local cost structure will
make KHRN one of the lowest cost producers of high-quality medical cannabis. KHRN is diversifying
horizontally initially into Chile. It has diversified vertically acquiring medical clinics in Bogota (ILANS) and
launching a CBD-based cosmetics line, Kuida, targeting the specific needs of Latin American women.
Recently, Vicente Fox, former president of Mexico and CEO of Coca-Cola Mexico, joined the Board.
When the current exercise of $1.20 warrants is completed, I expect the stock to rebound smartly.
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Lexaria Bioscience (OTCQX:LXRP) has significant potential because it out-licenses a disruptive and
costeffective technology, DehydraTECHTM, that promotes healthier administration methods, lower overall
dosing and higher effectiveness of ingestible drugs and other beneficial molecules such as CBD, THC,
nicotine, certain vitamins and nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs. What separates LXRP from its competitors is a portfolio of patents and patents pending in over 40 countries. In addition, the benefits of
DehydraTECHTM have been established in a number of scientific clinical trials with humans and animals.
LXRP has the potential to sign an agreement that will launch it into an entirely new level.

Organigram (OTCQX:OGRMF) is a licensed producer. OGRMF is one of the lowest-cost Canadian producers at under $1.00 per gram. With its organic certification reinstated, around 10% of its output will
again be organic. In addition, it has funded an aggressive international growth plan that should establish
it in markets around the world. Because the stock is comparatively undervalued, OGI is a name that
always comes up when takeover targets are mentioned. This likelihood has probably increased since the
stock has declined in the recent correction. With strong management, OBRMF is a relatively low risk
investment in the cannabis space.
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Radient Technologies (OTC:RDDTF) uses its core technology, Microwave Assisted Processing, or MAP,
to produce extracts from cannabis providing substantially higher yields and purity when compared to
competitors. Aurora Cannabis is an investor in RDDTF and is ACB's initial "Extraction as a Service" customer. Other Canadian licensed producers have also become clients of RDDTF. In addition, RDDTF's
technology can be used to extract CBD from hemp. I believe oils and extracts is a very high-growth sector
in the highgrowth cannabis industry. I look on RDDTF as a lower-risk, junior company operating in a high
growth area of the cannabis industry.

Sunniva (OTCQB:SNNVF): The market has put SNNVF in the penalty box for being too aggressive in its
estimates on the completion of the California campus and the timing and financing of construction in
Canada. To me, however, as long as SNNVF continues to fulfill its milestones, the timing becomes less
important. The plan to spin out the Canadian assets is still in place and the timing is looking better and
better considering what is going on in the U.S. I have hitched my star to management, and I think that will
prove to have been the right thing to do.
Conclusion: I conclude the recent correction is part of the Trading Phase and not the Bear Market for
cannabis stocks. If that is correct, the case can be made for buying any of these stocks. For more cautious
investors, I think companies such as Aphria, Canopy Growth, Organigram, and Radient fit the bill. For
investors who are more focused on higher returns with greater volatility, Khiron and Lexaria are the way
to go. Sunniva is a somewhat smaller, developing company, but I think its market action during the recent
correction is a strong indication that it is oversold. So SNNVF offers an attractive combination of higher
upside potential with less downside risk from current levels. Finally, Ascent Industries is an attractive,
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well-managed company, and once the issues with Health Canada are resolved, I would be an aggressive
buyer.
Disclosure: I/we have no positions in any stocks mentioned, and no plans to initiate any positions within
the next 72 hours.
I wrote this article myself, and it expresses my own opinions. I am not receiving compensation for it (other
than from Seeking Alpha). I have no business relationship with any company whose stock is mentioned
in this article.
Additional disclosure: I have options to buy 150,000 shares of KHRN that I received in consideration of
work done for the company prior to going public. I do not receive compensation from the company at this
time.
Editor's Note: This article discusses one or more securities that do not trade on a major U.S. exchange.
Please be aware of the risks associated with these stocks.
To have your name removed from our distribution list, please send your request to letstokebusiness@gmail.com Your name will normally be removed within 24 hours of the receipt of your request.
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